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16K Roller

32220 Roller shown
with Husky 16KW

#

5th Wheel Roller

Back by popular demand, Husky’s roller provides all the basic roller
functions to equip short bed trucks for towing 5th wheel trailers weighing
up to 16,000 lbs. Husky’s economical roller provides needed truck-to-trailer
clearance for low speed maneuvers. Installs with just four pins and clips.
The Husky Roller’s lift adjustment lets you minimize the distance between
the wheels and the rails for smooth operation. It even includes two handles
for versatility: one for the Husky 16KS, and one for the 16KW. Works in
the base rail slots spaced 20-5/8” apart (base rails not included). Husky
recommends using the #32059 Center Bolt Kit for proper installation. Use
only Husky 5th wheel hitches with the Husky 16K Roller.
■ 16,000 lb capacity
■ Moves the hitch head 9”
■ Easy to assemble
■ Visible locking pins for safe operation
■ Powder coat finish for durable scratch

and corrosion resistance

32220 Roller shown
with Husky 16KS

#

The Husky 16K Roller is designed to allow the 5th Wheel hitch assembly
to move up to 9” rearward, which opens up the distance between the
nose of the trailer and the rear window/cab of the pickup, and allows
tight maneuvering without contact or damage.

Description

Part #

Husky 16K Roller (without 5th wheel
head/cross member assembly)

32220

Center Bolt Kit (recommended)

32059

RUGGED IS STANDARD EQUIPMENT.™
Husky manufactures a comprehensive offering of innovative, leading technology
towing products including 5th Wheel Hitches, Brute Power Jacks, and the Husky 10
Composite Glider, all designed to enhance your customer’s towing experience.
For complete information, visit: huskytow.com or call 877.544.4449
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